
Site Plan and Overview

FraM Building Group waterfront lands redevelopment plan comprises of 3 distinct residential    
phases including 62 townhomes and 89 building suites. the plan retains the Metro supermarket store 

and introduces a Civic Park Square at the base of Mississaga Street.
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Unit SUMMary

Block Unit Type Unit Count Area (sf)
Waterfront Towns 15 2,000
Rear Lane Towns 7 2,000
Subtotal 22 44,000
Waterfront Towns 15 2,000
Subtotal 15 30,000
Waterfront Towns 9 2,000
Rear Lane Towns 9 2,000
Live/Work 7 2,000
Subtotal 25 50,000
Res. Suites 85 850
Live/Work 4 1,750
Retail 3,000
Subtotal 89 82,250

Total Unit Count 151 206,250

Unit Stats

Central Block

North Block

South  Block Towns

South Block Building

FRAM Building Group proposes a gentle intensification re-development in-keeping with the City of Orillia 
downtown tomorrow Plan. the project comprises of 62 townhomes, 89 residential apartment suites plus 3,000 

square feet of additional commercial space for a total development just over 206,000 square feet.



PrOPOSal SUMMary
the FraM proposal takes direct inspiration from the City’s downtown tomorrow plan and its theme of linking Orillia’s 

core to the water. FraM will undertake the environmental remediation of the lands and work closely with the City’s pro-
posed road infrastructure program. the Coldwater Street extension will open up views from the downtown core to the wa-
terfront park. the plan will improve pedestrian access and transit mobility. the project will rely on FraM’s extensive ex-

perience in delivering award-winning sustainable communities. The proposed plan has 3 distinct block parcels. The three 
components fronting Centennial drive are proposed to be developed with a series of 3 storeys townhomes serviced by a 

rear lane. 
the architecture ensures a transitional design with strong marine/waterfront elements. at the corner of Front Street and 
Coldwater Street a traditional 8 storey apartment building is planned with the ground floor comprising of retail stores. 

the building will reinforce the traditional masonry of past buildings present in the downtown core and any surface park-
ing will be properly screened from the public realm. the Metro supermarket is being retained and façade and signage im-

provements are proposed to be implemented. a generous future public square will be created at the Mississaga Street 
and Centennial drive junction. the square will be framed by retail uses and programmed for public gatherings.



PrOPOSed FUtUre SQUare


